Central Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestra Program

PERCUSSION Audition requirements Junior Wind Ensemble

A♭ Major - memorized/maximum controlled speed

Xylophone

G Major - memorized/maximum controlled speed

Xyl.

D Major - memorized/maximum controlled speed

Xyl.

Chromatic Scale - memorized/maximum controlled speed

Xyl.

20

Xyl.

23

Xyl.

Audition Requirements:

1. Memorize the above major scales and play them at your maximum controlled speed and accuracy.
2. Perform a Mallet Solo of your choice - 3 minutes maximum without accompaniment
3. Perform a Tympani or Snare Drum Solo of your choice - 3 minutes max without accompaniment
4. Sightreading will be presented at the audition.
5. Memorized, slurred, ascending and descending chromatic scale demonstrating full instrument range and controlled speed and accuracy. See above for suggested range.
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